
 

WEEKLY LESSON PLANS 
Teacher: Schwartz, Alicia Course: Honors Physics Period: 1   Week of: 08/27/2018 
  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Unit Learning 
Goals 

  Unit 2: Linear Motion- Students will analyze the motion of an object in terms of its position, velocity, & acceleration as functions 
of time and then solve problems involving these factors. 
  SWBAT explain how you can tell an object is moving.                         SWBAT describe how you can calculate speed. 
  SWBAT distinguish between speed and velocity.                                  SWBAT describe how you can calculate acceleration.  
  SWBAT describe the acceleration of an object in free fall.                    SWBAT describe how the distance fallen per second changes for an object in free fall. 
  SWBAT describe what the slope of a speed-versus-time graph represents.    SWBAT describe how air resistance affects the motion of falling objects. 
  SWBAT explain the relationship between velocity and acceleration. 
  SWBAT create and interpret graphs of 1-dimensional motion, such as position versus time, distance versus time, speed versus time, velocity versus time, and 
acceleration versus time where acceleration is constant. 

Daily Learning 
Goal 

  SWBAT describe how air 
resistance affects the motion 
of falling objects. 

  No School   SWBAT explain the 
relationship between velocity 
and acceleration. 

  Students will complete their 
first summative assessment on 
Linear Motion. 
 

 SWBAT create and interpret 
graphs of 1-dimensional 
motion, such as position versus 
time, distance versus time, 
speed versus time, velocity 
versus time, and acceleration 
versus time where acceleration 
is constant. 

Activities: 

  Continue to work on A 
problems in Nspires for Linear 
Motion 

  No School   Finish A problems in Nspires 
for Linear Motion 
 Review Linear Motion 

  Linear Motion Quiz #1   Linear Motion Quiz #2 

Classwork / 
Homework 

 Free Fall 
 Average Acceleration 
 Displacement w/ Constant 

Acceleration 
 Velocity & Displacement w/ 

Constant Acceleration 
 Final Velocity after any 

Displacement 
ALL #7-8 
 

  No School  Free Fall 
 Average Acceleration 
 Displacement w/ Constant 

Acceleration 
 Velocity & Displacement w/ 

Constant Acceleration 
 Final Velocity after any 

Displacement 
ALL #9-10 

 Study for Quiz #2   Linear Motion PreTest 

Standards or 
Frameworks: 

  SC.912.P.12.2; SC.912.P.12.1 

 


